
 History: Snowsnakes was a Seneca Indian sport of strength and skill. The game was simple; the goal was to slide a long 
smooth stick along a trough in the snow the farthest. Expertise required not just strength but an accurate eye and great skill at plac-
ing the shaft properly in the trough to enable it to travel the maximum distance. Snowsnakes were traditionally between 6 and 9 
feet long and were made of hickory, maple or walnut wood. They were superbly designed for speed and, if skillfully handled, trav-
eled with the velocity of a loosed arrow. To give the stick sufficient weight, its conical head was enlarged and beveled up in shape 
of a snakes head. The trough was made by dragging a smooth barked log length wise through the snow several times until a trench 
was about 1500 feet long and at least 10 inches deep. Any number could play the game individually or as team members. In addi-
tion to active participants, each side had Snowsnake “doctors” who cared for the sticks, rubbing them with “medicine” (beeswax 
or animal oils) to reduce the friction/ Contestants were judged by umpires who made certain the rules of the game were strictly 
observed.  

 
Materials Needed:  ¾” by 1 ½” wood stick between 5 and 6 feet long (flattened PVC 
pipe is also allowed for this event) 
 
Construction:  
Wood: Cut off one end of the stick on an angle to become the “head” of the snake. Carve or shape the snake with a wood rasp and 
sandpaper. Be careful not to make your Snowsnake to top heavy. Paint and decorate the Snowsnake. Gloss alkyde paint works the 
best. Use auto wax for a highly polished surface & use several coats.  
PVC: Flattened 3/4" or 1" PVC is acceptable to obtain the desired shape. This method is created by heating a desired length of 
pipe with an electric heat gun and pressed between 2X4 boards.  Adult supervision is recommended.   

 
 Our game is played by each patrol having at least 1 snowsnake and 4 different patrol members throwing once.  The longest of the 
throws will be recorded for that patrol.  The longest throw of the day wins.  Additional recognition may be decoration, technique, 
Scout spirit, etc.  The patrol leader will decide patrol member order of throw and which snake(s) will be used.   
Snakes leaving the track during or after the throw will be disqualified.  Design and technique are key to success rather than brute 
strength.   
A tally board will be onsite to record each patrol’s longest throw.    
 



 

Snow snake :  wood stick or pvc pipe 5—6 feet  long 

 

Can decorate it for Art Contest (should have at least 

one per patrol, but can have as many as one per 

scout) 

Snow Snake Recognition 
1st Place Slither (distance) 
2nd Place Slither 
3rd Place Slither 
Scariest Snake 
Most Venomous  
Most Friendly 
Most muscular 
Best Paint Design 
Most Original 
Most Realistic 
Fastest Looking  
Most Patriotic 
Most Unique 
Best Design 
Funniest 
Sleepiest Snake (shortest distance on the track) 
Most Humorous 
Best Use Of Color 
Best Workmanship 
Most Aerodynamic 
Most Artistic 
Most Hypnotic (jeweled eyes etc) 
Judge`s Favorite 
Best Wood Carving 
Most Cub Scout Pride 
Most Scout Spirited 
Most Wild (never stayed on the track) 
People’s Choice Award 
Largest Fangs 
Shortest Fangs 
Most rattles 


